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Abstract
In this paper the concept of types of intuitionistic fuzzy e -connected and intuitionistic fuzzy e -extremally

disconnected in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces are introduced and studied. Here we introduce the concepts of

intuitionistic fuzzy 5eC -connectedness, intuitionistic fuzzy SeC -connectedness, intuitionistic fuzzy MeC
-connectedness, intuitionistic fuzzy e -strongly connectedness, intuitionistic fuzzy e -super connectedness, intuitionistic

fuzzy ieC -connectedness 1,2,3,4)=(i , and obtain several properties and some characterizations concerning

connectedness in these spaces.
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1. Introduction
Ever since the introduction of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [14], the fuzzy concept has invaded almost all branches

of mathematics. The concept of fuzzy topological spaces was introduced and developed by Change [2].
Atanassov [1] introduced the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, Coker [3] introduced the intuitionistic fuzzy
topological spaces. Several types of fuzzy connectedness in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces were defined
by Turnali and Coker [13]. The initiations of e -open sets, e -continuity and e -compactness in topological
spaces are due to Ekici [5, 6, 7]. In fuzzy topology, e -open sets were introduced by Seenivasan in 2014 [10].
Sobana et.al [11] were introduced the concept of fuzzy e -open sets, fuzzy e -continuity and fuzzy e
-compactness in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces (briefly., IFTS’s). In this paper we have introduced some
types of intuitionistic fuzzy e -connected and intuitionistic fuzzy e -extremally disconnected spaces and
studied their properties and characterizations.

2. Preliminaries

Definition 2.1 [1] Let X be a nonempty fixed set and I be the closed interval in 1][0, . An intuitionistic

fuzzy set (IFS) A is an object of the following form }>;)(),(,{<= XxxxxA AA  where the mappings

IXxA :)( and IXxA :)( denote the degree of membership (namely) )(xA and the degree of

non membership (namely) )(xA for each element Xx to the set A respectively, and

1)()(0  xx AA  for each Xx .

Definition 2.2 [1] Let A and B are intuitionistic fuzzy sets of the form }>:)(),(,{<= XxxxxA AA 
and }>:)(),(,{<= XxxxxB BB  . Then
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1. BA if and only if )()( xx BA   and )()( xx BA   ;

2. }>:)(),(,{<=)( XxxxxorAA AA
c  ;

3. }>:)()(),()(,{<= XxxxxxxBA BABA   ;

4. }>:)()(),()(,{<= XxxxxxxBA BABA   ;

5. }>:)(1),(,{<=][ XxxxxA AA   ;

6. }>:)(),(1,{<= XxxxxA AA   ;

We will use the notation }>:,,{<= XxxA AA  instead of }>:)(),(,{<= XxxxxA AA  .

Definition 2.3 [3] }>;10,,{<=0 Xxx : and }>;01,,{<=1 Xxx : . Let 1][0,,  such that

1  . An intuitionistic fuzzy point ),(
)( pIFP is intuitionistic fuzzy set defined by )(),( xp  =





otherwise1)(0,

p= xif),( 

Definition 2.4 [3] An intuitionistic fuzzy topology (IFT) in Coker’s sense on a nonempty set X is a family T
of intuitionistic fuzzy sets in X satisfying the following axioms:

1. T:: 1,0 ;

2. TGG  21 , for any TGG 21, ;

3. TGi  for any arbitrary family TJiGi  };{ .

In this paper by ),( TX or simply by X we will denote the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space(IFTS).

Each IFS which belongs to T is called an intuitionistic fuzzy open set (IFOS) in X . The complement A of
an IFOS A in X is called an intuitionistic fuzzy closed set (IFCS) in X .

Definition 2.5 [8] Let ),( p be an IFP in IFTS X . An IFS A in X is called an intuitionistic fuzzy

neighborhood (IFN) of ),( p if there exists an IFOS B in X such that ABp ),(  .

Let X and Y are two non-empty sets and ),(),(: YTXf  be a function  [3]. If

}>;)(),(,{<= YyyyyB BB  is an IFS in Y , then the pre-image of B under f is denoted and defined

by }>;))(()),((,{<=)( 111 XxxfxfxBf BB   . Since )(),( xx BB  are fuzzy sets, we explain that

)).()((=))(()),()((=))(( 11 xfxxfxfxxf BBBB  

Definition 2.6 [3] Let ),( TX be an IFTS and }>;,,{<= XxxA AA  be an IFS in X . Then the

intuitionistic fuzzy closure and intuitionistic fuzzy interior of A are defined by

1. }andisanIFCSin:{=)( ACXCCAcl  ;
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2. }andisanIFOSin:{=)( ADXDDAint  ;

It can be also shown that )(Acl is an IFCS, )(Aint is an IFOS in X and A is and IFCS in X if and only

if AAcl =)( ; A is an IFOS in X if and only if AAint =)(

Proposition 2.1 [3] Let ),( TX be an IFTS and BA, be intuitionistic fuzzy sets in X . Then the following
properties hold:

1. ;))((=)(,))((=)( AclAintAintAcl

2. )()( AclAAint  .

Definition 2.7 Let A be IFS in an IFTS ),( X . A is called an

1.  intuitionistic fuzzy regular open set [12] (briefly IFROS ) if )(= AintclA and intuitionistic fuzzy regular

closed set (briefly IFRCS ) if )(= AclintA

2.  intuitionistic fuzzy e -regular open set [11] (briefly IFeROS ) if ))((= AecleintA and intuitionistic

fuzzy e -regular closed set (briefly IFeRCS ) if ))((= AeinteclA

Definition 2.8 [12] Let ),( X be an IFTS and >)(),(,=< xxxA AA  be a IFS in X . Then the fuzzy

 closure of A are denoted and defined by KKAcl :{=)(  is an IFRCS in X and }KA and

GGAint :{=)(  is an IFROS in X and }AG  .

Definition 2.9 [11] Let A be an IFS in an IFTS ),( X . A is called an intuitionistic fuzzy e -open set

(IFeOS, for short) in X if )()( AintclAclintA  

Definition 2.10 [11] Let ),( X be an IFTS and >,,=< AAxA  be an IFS in X . Then the intuitionistic
fuzzy e -interior and intuitionistic fuzzy e -closure are defined and denoted by:

KKAcle :{=)(  is an IFeCS in X and }KA

and

GGAinte :{=)(  is an IFeOS in X and }AG  .

It is clear that A is an IFeCS (IFeOS) in X iff ))(=)((= AintAAclA ee .

Definition 2.11 [3] Let ),( X and ),( Y be IFTS’s. A function ),(),(:  YXf is called

intuitionistic fuzzy continuous(resp., e -continuous [11]) if )(1 Bf  is an IFOS(resp., IFeOS)in X for every

B .

Lemma 2.1 [13]

1. BABA  :0= .
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2. :0 BABA

Definition 2.12 [4] Two intuitionistic fuzzy sets A and B are said to be q-coincident )(AqB if and only if

there exists an element Xx such that )(>)( xx BA  or )(<)( xx BA  . If A and B are said to be not

q-coincident )( BqA if and only if BA .

Definition 2.13 [9] An IFTS ),( TX is called intuitionistic fuzzy 5C -connected between two intuitionistic

fuzzy sets A and B if there is no IFOS E in ),( TX such that EA and BqE .

3. Types of intuitionistic fuzzy e -connectedness in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces

Definition 3.1 An IFTS ),( TX is IF e -disconnected if there exists intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets QP,

in :: 0,0,  QPX such that :1=QP and :0=QP . If X is not IF e -disconnected then it is

said to be IF e -connected.

Example 3.1 Let },1,{0=},,{= PTbaX :: where

}>,)
0.5

,
0.8

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<=},>,)
0.5

,
0.7

(),
0.4

,
0.3

(,{<= Xx
baba

xQXx
baba

xP  , P and Q are

intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets in X , :: 0,0  QP and :: 0=,1=  QQPPQP . Hence

X is IF e -connected.

Example 3.2 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
1

,
0

(),
0

,
1

(,{<=},>,)
0

,
1

(),
1

,
0

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  , Q and R are intuitionistic

fuzzy e -open sets in X , :: 0,0  RQ and :: 0=,1= RQRQ  . Hence X is IF e

-disconnected.

Definition 3.2 An IFTS ),( TX is IF 5eC -disconnected if there exists IFS P in X , which is both IF e OS

and IF e CS such that :0P , and :1P . If X is not IF 5eC -disconnected then it is said to be IF 5eC

-connected.

Example 3.3 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.3

,
0.3

(),
0.5

,
0.6

(,{<= Xx
baba

xQ  Q is an IF e OS in X , but Q is not IF e CS since

QQintclQclint  ))(())(( 

Example 3.4 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets }>,)
0

,
1

(),
1

,
0

(,{<= Xx
baba

xQ  , Q
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is an intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets in X . Also Q is IF e CS since QQintclQclint  :0=))(())((  .

Hence there exists an IFS Q in X such that :: 01  Q which is both IF e OS and IF e CS in X . Thus

X is IF 5eC -disconnected.

Proposition 3.1 IF 5eC -connectedness implies IF e -connectedness.

Proof. Suppose that there exists nonempty intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets P and Q such that :1=QP

and :0=QP (IF e -disconnected) then 0=1,= QPQP   and 1=0,= QPQP   . In

other words PQ = . Hence P is IF e -clopen which implies X is IF 5eC -disconnected.

But the converse need not be true as shown by the following example.

Example 3.5 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.5

,
0.8

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<= Xx
baba

xQ  , P and Q are IF e OS in X . Also

QQPPQP =0,=1 ::  . Hence X is IF e -connected. Since IFS P is both IF e OS and IF e CS

in X , X is IF 5eC -disconnected.

Proposition 3.2 Let ),(),(: SYTXf  be a IF e -irresolute surjection, ),( TX is an IF e -connected,

then ),( SY is IF e -connected.

Proof. Assume that ),( SY is not IF e -connected then there exists nonempty intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets

P and Q in ),( SY such that :1=QP and :0=QP . Since f is IF e -irresolute mapping,

:: 0)(=,0)(= 11   QfUPfR which are intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets in X . And

:: 1=)(1=)()( 111   fQfPf which implies :1=UR . :: 0=)(0=)()( 111   fQfPf

which implies :0=UR . Thus X is IF e -disconnected, which is a contradiction to our hypothesis. Hence

Y is IF e -connected.

Proposition 3.3 ),( TX is IF 5eC -connected iff there exists no nonempty intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets

P and Q in X such that QP =

Proof. Suppose that P and Q are intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets in X such that QP  :0 and

QP = . Since QQP ,= is an IF e OS and Q is an IF e CS, and :0P implies :1Q . But this is a

contradiction to the fact that X is IF 5eC -connected. Conversely, let P be both IF e OS and IF e CS in X

such that :: 10  P . Now take PQ = . Q is an IF e OS and :1P which implies :0= PQ

which is a contradiction.

Definition 3.3 An IFTS ),( TX is IF e -strongly connected if there exists no nonempty IF e CS P and Q

in X such that 11,  QPQP 

In otherwords, an IFTS ),( TX is IF e -strongly connected if there exists no nonempty IF e CS P and Q in
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X such that :0=QP .

Proposition 3.4 An IFTS ),( TX is IF e -strongly connected if there exists no IF e OS P and Q in X ,

QP  :1 such that 11,  QPQP 

Example 3.6 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.5

,
0.8

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<= Xx
baba

xQ  , P is an IF e OS in X . P and Q is an IF e OS in X since

)(()(( QclintQintclQ   . Also 11,  QPQP  . Hence X is IF e -strongly connected.

Proposition 3.5 Let ),(),(: SYTXf  be a IF e -irresolute surjection. If X is an IF e -strongly

connected, then so is Y .

Proof. Suppose that Y is not IF e -strongly connected then there exists IF e CS C and D in Y such that

::: 0=,0,0 DCDC  . Since f is IF e -irresolute, )(),( 11 DfCf  are IF e CSs in X and

::: 0)(,0)(,0=)()( 1111   DfCfDfCf . (If :0=)(1 Cf  , then CCff =))(( 1 which

implies Cf =)(0 : . So :0=C a contradiction) Hence X is IF e -strongly disconnected, a contradiction.

Thus ),( SY is IF e -strongly connected.

IF e -strongly connected does not imply IF 5eC -connected, and IF 5eC -connected does not imply IF e -strongly

connected. For this purpose we see the following examples:

Example 3.7 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.5

,
0.8

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<= Xx
baba

xQ  , X is IF 5eC -connected. Since

))(())(( QclintQintclQ   . Also 11,  QPQP  . Hence X is IF e -strongly connected. But

X is not IF 5eC -connected, since Q is both IF e OS and IF e CS in X .

Example 3.8 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.4

,
0.4

(),
0.5

,
0.6

(,{<=},>,)
0.3

,
0.3

(),
0.5

,
0.6

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  , X is IF 5eC

-connected. But X is not IF e -strongly connected since Q and R are intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets in

X such that 11,  RQRQ  .

Definition 3.4 P and Q are non-zero intuitionistic fuzzy sets in ),( TX . Then P and Q are said to be

1.  IF e -weakly separated if QeclP  and PeclQ  .

2.  IF e -q-separated if )(=0=)( eclQPQeclP  : .
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Definition 3.5 An IFTS ),( TX is said to be IF seC -disconnected if there exists IF e -weakly separated

non-zero intuitionistic fuzzy sets P and Q in ),( TX such that :1=QP .

Example 3.9 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
1

,
0

(),
0

,
1

(,{<=},>,)
0

,
1

(),
1

,
0

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  , Q and R are intuitionistic

fuzzy e -open sets in X , RQecl )(  and QRecl )(  . Hence Q and R are IF e -weakly separated and

:1=RQ . So X is IF seC -disconnected.

Definition 3.6 An IFTS ),( TX is said to be IF MeC -disconnected if there exists IF e -q-separated non-zero

intuitionistic fuzzy sets P and Q in ),( TX such that :1=QP .

Example 3.10 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
1

,
0

(),
0

,
1

(,{<=},>,)
0

,
1

(),
1

,
0

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  , Q and R are intuitionistic

fuzzy e -open sets in X , :0=))(( RQecl  and :0=))(( ReclQ which implies Q and R are IF e

-q-separated and :1=RQ . Hence X is IF MeC -disconnected.

Remark 3.1 An IFTS ),( TX is IF SeC -connected if and only if ),( TX is IF MeC -connected.

Definition 3.7 An IFTS ),( TX is said to be IF e -super disconnected if there exists an IF e -regular open set

P in X such that :: 10  P . X is called IF e -super connected if X is not IF e -super disconnected.

Example 3.11 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0

,
1

(),
1

,
0

(,{<=},>,)
1

,
0

(),
0

,
1

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  , Q and R are intuitionistic

fuzzy e -open sets in X and QQecleint =))(( . This implies Q is an IF e -regular open set in X . Hence

X is an IF e -super disconnected.

Proposition 3.6 Let ),( TX be an IFTS. Then the following are equivalent:

1. X is IF e -super connected

2.  For each IF e OS :0P in X , we have :1=eclP

3.  For each IF e CS :1P in X , we have :0=eintP

4.  There exists no IF e OS’s P and Q in X such that QP  :0 and QP 

5.  There exists no IF e OS’s P and Q in X such that QP  :0 , eclPQ = and eclQP =
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6.  There exists no IF e CS’s P and Q in X such that QP  :1 , eintPQ = and eintQP =

Proof. (i)  (ii): Assume that there exists an :0P such that :1eclP . Take )(= eclPeintP . Then

P is proper e -regular open set in X which contradicts that X is IF e -super connectedness.

(ii)  (iii): Let :1P be an IF eCS in X . If we take PQ = then Q is an IF e OS in X and :0Q

. Hence by (ii) :::: 0=0=)(0=1= eintAQeinteclQeclQ  .

(iii)  (iv): Let P and Q are IF e OS in X such that QP  :0 and QP  . Since Q is an IF e CS

in :1, QX by (iii) :0=Qeint . But QP  implies :: 0=)()(=0 QeintPeintP  which is a

contradiction.

(iv)  (i): Let :: 10  P be an IF e -regular open set in X . If we take eclPQ = , we get :0Q . (If

not :0=Q implies ::::: 1=1=)(1=)(=1=0= PeinteclPeintPeclPeclP  a

contradiction to :1P ). We also have QP  which is also a contradiction. Therefore X is IF e -super

connected.

(i)  (v): Let P and Q be two IF e OS in ),( TX such that eclPQQP =,0  : and eclQP = .

Now we have :0,==)(=)( PPeclQQeinteclPeint and :1P , since if :1=P then

.0=0==1 ::: QeclQeclQ  But :0Q . Therefore PP  :1 is proper IF e -regular open

set in ),( TX which is contradiction to (i). Hence (v) is true.

(v)  (i): Let P be IF e OS in X such that :: 10),(=  PeclPeintP . Now take eclPQ = . In this

case, we get :0Q and Q is an IF e OS in X and eclPQ = and

PeclPeinteclPeinteclPecleclQ =)(=))((=)(= . But this is a contradiction to (v). Therefore ),( TX is IF
e -super connected space.

(v)  (vi): Let P and Q be IF e -closed sets in ),( TX such that eintPQQP =,1  : and

eintQP = . Taking PC = and QD = , C and D become IF e -open sets in ),( TX and

DQeintPeintPPecleclCDC ===)(=)(=,0  : and similarly CeclD = . But this is a

contradiction to (v). Hence (vi) is true.

(vi)  (i): We can prove this by the similar way as in (v)  (vi).

Proposition 3.7 Let ),(),(: SYTXf  be a IF e -irresolute surjection. If X is an IF e -super connected,

then so is Y .

Proof. Suppose that Y is IF e -super disconnected. Then there exists IF e OS’s C and D in Y such that

DCDC  ,0 : . Since f is IF e -irresolute, )(1 Cf  and )(1 Df  are IF e OS’s in X and DC 

implies )(=)()( 111 DfDfCf   . Hence )(0)( 11 DfCf   : which means that X is IF e -super

disconnected which is a contradiction.
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Definition 3.8 An IFTS ),( TX is called intuitionistic fuzzy 5eC -connected between two intuitionistic

fuzzy sets P and Q if there is no IFOS E in ),( TX such that EP  and QqE .

Example 3.12 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.2

,
0.1

(),
0.6

,
0.9

(,{<=},>,)
0.6

,
0.8

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  , P is IF e OS in

),( TX . Then ),( TX is intuitionistic fuzzy e -connected between P and Q .

Theorem 3.1 If an IFTS ),( TX is an intuitionistic fuzzy 5eC -connected between two intuitionistic fuzzy

sets P and Q , then it is intuitionistic fuzzy 5C -connected between two intuitionistic fuzzy sets P and Q .

Proof. Suppose ),( TX is not intuitionistic fuzzy 5C -connected between two intuitionistic fuzzy sets P and

Q then there exists an IFOS E in ),( TX such that EP  and QqE . Since every IFOS in IF e OS, ther

exists an IF e OS E in ),( TX such that EP  and QqE which implies ),( TX is not intuitionistic

fuzzy e -connected between P and Q , a contradiction to our hypothesis. Therefore, ),( TX is intuitionistic

fuzzy 5C -connected between P and Q .

However, the converse of the above Theorem is need not be true, as shown by the following example.

Example 3.13 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.4

,
0.3

(),
0.4

,
0.7

(,{<=},>,)
0.6

,
0.9

(),
0.2

,
0.1

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  P is IFOS in

),( TX . Then ),( TX intuitionistic fuzzy 5C -connected between Q and R . Consider IFS

}>,)
0.5

,
0.8

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<= Xx
baba

xD  , D is an IF e OS such that DQ  and RD which implies

),( TX is intuitionistic fuzzy e -disconnected between Q and R .

Theorem 3.2 Let ),( TX be an IFTS and P and Q be intuitionistic fuzzy sets in ),( TX . If PqQ then

),( TX is intuitionistic fuzzy 5eC -connected between P and Q .

Proof. Suppose ),( TX is not intuitionistic fuzzt 5eC -connected between P and Q . Then there exists an IF

e OS E in ),( TX such that EP  and QE  . This implies that QP  . That is QqP which is a

contradiction to our hypothesis. Therefore ),( TX is intuitionistic fuzzy 5eC -connected between P and Q
.

However, the converse of the above Theorem is need not be true, as shown by the following example.

Example 3.14 In Example 3.1, Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets

}>,)
0.2

,
0.1

(),
0.6

,
0.9

(,{<=},>,)
0.6

,
0.8

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<= Xx
baba

xRXx
baba

xQ  , P is IF e OS in
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),( TX . Then ),( TX is intuitionistic fuzzy e -connected between P and Q . But P is not q -coincident

with Q , since )(<)( xx QP  .

Definition 3.9 Let N be an IFS in IFTS ),( TX

(a) If there exists intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets M and W in X satisfying the following properties, then

N is called IF ieC -disconnected (i=1,2,3,4):

:: 0,0,,:1  WNMNNWMWMNC ,

::: 0,0,0=,:2  WNMNWMNWMNC ,

NWNMNWMWMNC  ,,,:3 ,

NWNMWMNWMNC  ,,0=,:4 : ,

(b) N is said to be IF ieC -connected 1,2,3,4)=(i if N is not IF ieC -disconnected 1,2,3,4)=(i .

Obviously, we can obtain the following implications between several types of IF ieC -connected 1,2,3,4)=(i :

IF eC1 -connectedness                                        IF eC2 -connectedness

IF eC3 -connectedness                                         IF eC4 -connectedness

Example 3.15 In Example 3.1,

}>,)
0.4

,
0.4

(),
0.5

,
0.6

(,{<=},>,)
0.3

,
0.3

(),
0.5

,
0.6

(,{<= Xx
baba

xWXx
baba

xM  , be IF e OS.

Consider the IFS }>,)
0.5

,
0.6

(),
0.3

,
0.2

(,{<= Xx
baba
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Definition 4.1 Let ),( TX be any IFTS. X is called IF e -extremally disconnected if the e -closure of

every IF e OS in X is IF e OS.

Theorem 4.1 For an IFTS ),( TX the following are equivalent:

1. ),( TX is an IF e -extremally disconnected space.

2.  For each IF e CS P , )(Peint is an IF e CS.

3.  For each IF e OS P , ))((=)( PecleclPecl is an IF e CS.

4.  For each intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets P and Q with eclBPeclQPecl =)(,=)( .

Proof. (i)  (ii): Let P be any IF e CS. Then P is an IF e OS. So )(=)( PeintPecl is an IF e OS. Thus

)(Peint is an IF e CS in ),( TX .

(ii)  (iii): Let P be an IF e OS. Then ))((=))(()).((=))(( PeinteclPecleclPeinteclPeclecl . Since P

is an IF e OS, P is an IF e CS. So by (ii) )(Peint is an IF e CS. That is )(=))(( PeintPeintecl . Hence

)(=)(=))(( PeclPeintPeintecl .

(iii)  (iv): Let P and Q be any two intuitionistic fuzzy e -open sets in ),( TX such that QPecl =)( .

(iii) implies )(=)(=))((=)( QeclQeclPecleclPecl .

(iv)  (i): Let P be any IF e OS in ),( TX . Put )(= PeclQ . Then QPecl =)( . Hence by (iv)

)(=)( QeclPecl . Therefore )(Pecl is IF e OS in ),( TX . That is ),( TX is an IF e -extremally
disconnected space.
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